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An alternative to the conventional fuzzy clustering
algorithms which forms fuzzy cluster in order to minimize
the total distance from cluster centers to data points [5].
Several fuzzy database prototypes have been developed since
then by incorporating the rules of fuzzy set theory into
conventional database models, making them capable of
handling uncertain and imprecise data [6], [7]. A.K. Sharma
et. al [8] proposed an algorithm for the discovery of fuzzy
inclusion dependencies that may exists between two given
fuzzy relations stored in one or more fuzzy relational
database. Pickert et. al [9] developed a strategy for systematic
verification and improvement for their contextual analysis by
a fuzzy clustering approach using non-redundant libraries of
search profiles as a prerequisite. Z.M.Ma et. al [10] discussed
about the issues of fuzzy functional dependencies by
proposing a set of sound inference rules, which are similar to
Armstrong’s axioms for classical cases of fuzzy functional
dependencies. Shyue-Liang Wang et. al [11] extended the
concept of fuzzy functional dependency to approximate
dependency on similarity based fuzzy automatically obtained
approximate answers for null queries and missing data values
in an incomplete database. This kind of facility improved the
cooperative nature of databases and enhanced the user
friendliness of the database system. There are a number of
very good surveys of fuzzy relational database approach [12],
[13], [14]; we will not go into details here but just point to
some of its essential contributions.
Indian Premier League (IPL) is a Twenty20 cricket
competition initiated by the Board of Control for Cricket in
India (BCCI) headquartered in Mumbai. It was started from
2008 consisting of 8 teams (franchises), where cricket players
from different countries can participate. Since then IPL has
become very popular throughout the whole world. On 21
March 2010, at Chennai it was announced that for IPL 4th
edition, two new teams from Pune and Kochi will be added.
This will increase the number of franchises from 8 to 10 and
the number of matches from 60 to 94 if the same format is
used. In this paper, IPL3 bating statistics records have been
considered for cluster analysis which is readily available
from IPL website. We proposed a fuzzy clustering technique
by using the relational database. Two clusters have been
detected from IPL dataset. To define the membership
function and threshold equation, PL/SQL has been used and
also to measure the distance between the centroid of the
clusters and the several points. Finally, a decision is to be
taken whether the corresponding point belongs to Cluster 1 or
Cluster 2 or neither belongs into any cluster.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuss about
the various issues of Cluster Analysis. Section 3 focuses
about the basic concepts of fuzzy relational database. Section
4 represents the design of fuzzy database using Pl/SQL taking

Abstract—In order to handle imprecise and ambiguous
information, the application of fuzzy set theory for the design of
database, information storage and retrieval systems has been
gaining popularity recently. This paper gives emphasis on the
basic characteristics of fuzzy relational databases, their
properties, along with the data clustering in database systems.
Indian premier league dataset has been considered for the
detection of clusters. Several clustering parameters like
centroid, radius and Manhattan distance measure have been
applied. The definition of clusters as well as the membership
function has been implemented using PL/SQL. The results
obtained from Indian premier league batting statistics dataset
detect two clusters, namely Cluster 1 and Cluster 2. Finally, this
article proposed a fuzzy database organization and clustering of
records which provides efficient and accurate fuzzy retrieval.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cluster analysis is a technique which discovers the
substructure of a data set by dividing it into several clusters. It
is largely involved in data mining approaches. In 1965, L.A.
Zadeh discovered fuzzy sets and systems in order to exploit
the tolerance of imprecision, partial truth, and uncertainty to
achieve robustness, tractability at low cost solution [1], [2].
Fuzzy clustering is an extension of the cluster analysis, which
represents the affiliation of data points to clusters by
memberships. There are different shapes of cluster centers
and prototypes. Most of them conduct clustering in
accordance with similarity or dissimilarity derived from
distances from the centroid of the cluster to data points.
Moreover, the important properties of fuzzy relational
databases are preserved in a generalized model built on
equivalence relations on finite database domains. Further, the
notion of a functional dependency to the fuzzy relational
model has been generalized. For representing fuzzy data, we
propose a possibility distribution-fuzzy-relational model, in
which fuzzy data are represented by fuzzy relations whose
grades of membership and attribute values are of possibility
distribution. The fuzziness of an attribute value is represented
by possibility distribution and its association by a grade of
membership. This model is an extension of the relational
model of data [3], [4].
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especially in thhe field of information retrieval. Fast
inforrmation retrieeval from the databases hass always beenn a
signiificant issue. There are a lot of major applications of
clusttering techniqque viz. to deetect disease like tumor, the
t
scan
nned pictures or
o the X-rays aare compared with
w the existiing
oness and the dissim
milarities are recognized.

IP
PL dataset intoo account. Exxperiment andd results are caarried
ouut on section 5.
5 Finally, secction 6 concluddes the paper.

II. CLUSTTER ANALYSISS
Cluster anallysis aims at identifying groups of siimilar
obbjects and, therefore
t
helpps to discovver distributioon of
paatterns and innteresting corrrelations in laarge data sets [15],
[116]. Data Clustering is a techhnique in which, the inform
mation
thhat is logicallly similar is physically stored
s
togetheer. In
cllustering the objects
o
of sim
milar propertiess are placed inn one
cllass and a sinngle access to the disk makkes the entire class
avvailable. Clusters should be exhaustiive and muttually
exxclusive so that all data poiints are in cluuster forms annd the
clluster boundarries are well defined.
d
It is also desirablee that
thhere should be a number of clusters
c
in ordder to insure thhat all
thhe cluster entriies in the clusster table are not
n greater thaan the
nuumber of recoords in the dattabase itself. Complimentaary to
thhis property, eaach cluster shhould contain as
a many appliicable
reecords as possible.
p
Thiis increases database access
a
effficiency.

BASE
III. FUZZY RELATIIONAL DATAB

Reelational dataabase is conssidered as a very successful
mod
del for a widee range of appplications. A fuzzy relationnal
datab
base differs from
f
the origginal relationaal model in tw
wo
respeects [17]. Firrstly, attributee values need not contain any
a
atom
mic value in a fuzzy
f
databasee, and the valu
ues are restrictted
to bee drawn from a single set ((the correspon
nding domain of
the attribute). Secondly,
S
the identity relaationship amoong
bute values inn the original relational mo
odel is replacced
attrib
with
h a similarity relationship tthat reflects the
t closeness of
attrib
bute values. A fuzzy databaase system mu
ust be capablee of
processing inform
mation storedd in conven
ntional databaase
o one or moore
systeems. A relatiional databasse consists of
relattions [18]. Eacch relation connsists of one orr more attributtes.
In a fuzzy relationnal database, a relation R is characterized
c
by
owing memberrship functionn:
follo

UR
R : D1 × D2 × ........... × Dn → {0,1]

(
(5)

wherre Di (i = 1,2,. . . , n) is thhe domain fo
or each attribuute
Ai of
o a relation R,
R and × denootes the Carteesian product.
Fig. 1. Exeemplary clusters

IV. IPL DATASET

A. Cluster Parameters
A
P
In this paper,, clusters havee been describeed by the folloowing
paarameters:
c
of gravvity for all cluusters
Centroid – Defined the centre
m
members
N

cm =

∑x

1

m

(1)

N

R
Radius – Representing
average disttance betweeen all
ccluster membeers and clusterr centre
N

Rm =

∑ (x

1

− cm )

m

N

(2)

Distance beetween two Centroid
C
– disttance betweenn two
cclusters centerrs

d mn = CM − Cn

(3)

Manhattan Distance
D
Meaasure –

d1 ( xi − x j ) = xi , k − x j ,k

(4)

B.. Benefits of Clustering
Data Clusterring plays the major role in every field of life,
esspecially in daata mining appproaches. Onee has to clusterr a lot
off thing on thhe basis of similarity
s
eithher conscioussly or
unnconsciously. The use of daata clustering has
h its own vaalues,

Fig. 2. Snapshots of IPL3 batting datasset
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The concept of clustering has been connsidered in ordder to
cllassify the IPL3 bating statistics off fuzzy data into
apppropriate cluusters. A fuzzyy database haas been constrructed
byy using PL/S
SQL and thhe insertion of
o whole records
coomprises of 1881 data whichh are collectedd from IPL weebsite.
Thhe dataset connsists of severaal attributes likke player-id, player
p
naame, team naame, innings, runs, average, balls and strike
raates which are clearly shownn in Fig. 2.
mbership funcction, PL/SQL
L has
To define thhe fuzzy mem
beeen used whosse value varies from 0 to 1.

displlayed in Fig.44.
Membership
M
Fuunction:μ(x) ={0, 0 ≤ x < 00.32
{x/2, 0.32 ≤ x ≤ 1.85
{1, x > 1.855

(6)

wherre x = Runs/B
Balls.
Th
hreshold equaation:Thresholdd = (((Centroidd 2 – Centroid
d 1)/2)/2)
or,
d1+ Radius1))//2)
Threeshold= ((Centtroid2 –Radiuus2)-(Centroid
(
(7)
wherre Radius1 and
a
Radius2 aare radius off Cluster 1 and
a
Clusster 2 respectivvely.
PL
L/SQL has been implem
mented to apply K-Meean
Clusstering and Maanhattan Distaance formula to
t determine the
t
distaance between the
t fuzzy poinnts and centroid of each of the
t
two clusters and if the distancce falls withiin the threshoold
uster detectioon.
value then a decision is taaken for clu
ordingly, the uncertain inteermediate mem
mbership valuues
Acco
are classified
c
intoo appropriate clusters. Thee correspondiing
graph for cluster 1 and cluster 2 are availablee in fig.5.

Fig. 3. Mem
mbership function

F 5. Graph withh two clustering
Fig.

VI. CONC
CLUSION
Data Clusteringg plays a majoor role in grou
uping the simiilar
type of data into a specific cluuster. Cluster analysis
a
aims at
herefore helps to
identtifying groupss of similar objects and, th
disco
over distributiion of patternns and interestting correlatioons
in laarge data setss. Fuzzy clusttering is an extension
e
of the
t
clustter analysis, which
w
represennts the affiliatio
on of data poinnts
to cllusters by meemberships. Inn this paper, fuzzy
f
clusteriing
has been
b
adoptedd using fuzzy relational daatabase to deteect
two clusters
c
on thee IPL3 battingg statistics dataaset. The recorrds
in th
he database are partitioned in a manner such
s
that simiilar
recorrds are in the same cluster. Two clusters,, namely Cluster
1 and
d Cluster 2 haave been deteccted from IPL batting statistics
datasset. PL/SQL has been uused for the definition the
t
mem
mbership functtion and threshhold equation.
Th
he future reseaarch work of tthis article liess on the fact thhat
all version
v
of IPL dataset will bbe taken into considerationn to

Fig. 4.
4 Membership vaalues and cluster detection.

V EXPERIMEENT AND RESU
V.
ULTS
After the inssertion of totaal records connsisting of 1811 IPL
daata using PL//SQL, the meembership funnction is geneerated
from the fuzzyy database corrresponding too each recordd into
vaalues which liies in the rangge of 0 to 1 taaking runs/baalls as
paarameter. We have
h
classified the membership values thhat are
beetween (0.38 and
a 0.48) as cluster1
c
and thhose between (0.64
annd 0.74) as clluster2. The membership
m
v
values
lying within
w
thhe range 0.488 to 0.64 haave an uncerrtainty associiation
beetween them and
a might beloong to either of
o the two cluusters.
Thhe membershhip function and
a its correspponding graph are
shhown in Fig.33. The snapshhots of clusterr detection annd the
coorresponding membership values of IPL playerss are
235
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develop an algorithm which detects n-clusters to generalize
the fuzzy clustering techniques.
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